There is no right or wrong way to invest in or trade ETFs that is suitable for
everyone. Read through the methods and data offered to members. It is only
through understanding your own psyche, goals, time frame, and financial
condition, that you will be able to select from one method or combination of
methods.

Bill Zimmer,
PrudentTrader.com
November 2013
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Exchange Traded Funds (ETF)
Trading Systems
With a site like ours, a data driven site as opposed to a recommended
investment site, it pays to periodically go over the data's use. This is
especially true as new members are welcomed into the group. The site
has been put together in the manner you see simply because, despite
what the pundits would have you believe, there are numerous ways to
trade/invest. The one that is right for you may not be right for me, and so
on. It’s a very individual process!
The first step is to look at the navigation to the left and Click on
Exchange Traded Funds. The following page will come up:

If you haven't as yet, take a look at the first bullet point: Click on ETF
Trading Systems. This page will come up:
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Scroll down a bit and you will find what's on the picture above. I update
the performance of the systems above on a quarterly basis. Feel free as
members to download the detailed performance stats for one or more of
the methods presented.
Study the performance stats, the graphs, even the trade lists. The first
two are monthly systems updated on the last day of each month for fill
on the first day of the next month. Although in Victor Sperandeo's book
on Commodities, Vic states that he will update his position, if need be
within 3 to 7 trading sessions.
For personal convenience only, when I update the spreadsheet I will use
the month end close. Again, this is for personal convenience only. The
Doncian Channel system is a daily update. The price used is the channel
break.
At the top of the picture above notice a link to ETF Trading Signals. If you
click on that you will be taken to a Google Spreadsheet, each system in a
different tab. You will need to request the spreadsheet be shared with
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you, this is a Google requirement, not PrudentTrader.

Please note the four tabs at the bottom.

Note the final tab: Sample Portfolio! This is where I've taken the ETF's
and divided them into asset classes. The sample portfolio will contain 12
ETFs, two in each asset class. These are for example only; you may prefer
others within that asset class. The gain/loss columns are of open
positions only and the data is within 20 minutes of exact.
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ETF Market Laboratory
You will recall from above that if you click on Exchange Traded Funds in
the navigation bar to the left you will come here:

The first link (ETF Trading Systems) is just that, systematic entry and exit
on about 94 ETFs divided into asset classes, with a sample portfolio for
each system.
The ETF Market Laboratory requires some looking and analyzing on your
part. The link is to a downloadable Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet. Note: if
you use Microsoft Internet Explorer you may get a file and some
gibberish when you attempt to download. Simply use another browser,
i.e. Firefox, Chrome, Safari etc. and the spreadsheet will download just
fine.
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This spreadsheet is meant to give you a quick overview of what is going
on. You will see the percent changes over four time periods: today, a
week (5 days), a month (21 trading days) and year-to-date. Negatives
have a reddish background. For instance in the circled Commodities
area you will see a lot of red. A quick overview might be, hey bear
markets abound here. You will also see the high and low of the last 52
weeks and trend arrows for short, intermediate, and long term as
defined by the PrudentTrader.com The final column shows a horizontal
line that represents the 52 week range and a hash across that represents
where that ETF is currently within that range.
Like to buy cheap, at the conclusion of bear markets; start following the
commodities now. That is the intent of this report – A quick overview by
asset class! Use it to your advantage
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ETF Cycles
Continuing our look at the ETF section of the Prudent Trader site, we've
looked at:
•
•

ETF Trading Systems
ETF Market Laboratory

Next section, I move on to the next heading Cycles plus Momentum

Some time ago, perhaps late 2010ish or so, I happened upon a program
that looked for repetitious cycles on charts. The program uses a loop
function to automatically find one possible cycle period 'solution'. A best
fit between a sine wave and the cycle is found by determining the
highest positive correlation coefficients within a range of periods.
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Here's an example of what the highlighter looks like on a chart

Further explanations appear on the link page: Cycles plus Momentum.
I have been continually working to improve this section. Recently by
utilizing a technical momentum indicator to confirm the cycle’s position.
In other words if we're looking at a bottom we look for a small
momentum advance to confirm. In our trading so far I've found our
methods to be very streaky. In other words, I’ve experienced several
losses back to back then several gains back to back.
On Friday's I run a program against my database of ETFs looking for
potential cycle signals. A volume component is added to the mix and all
that fit are placed on my stock screens spreadsheet; last tab. Then those
with a correlation coefficient of 0.85 or better are placed on our cycles
watch list. Pay very close attention to the correlation coefficient in the
screen,
I have been using Chuck LeBeau's Chandelier as the momentum
indicator. I am open to and sometimes experiment with other
techniques. In November I've widened the default values of the
Chandelier, in hopes of reducing some whipsaw. I run the program this
way: the ETF must close through the Chandelier then I fill at the open
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price the following day. I do that just to keep everything above board.
You can probably easily improve on that.
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Rotational Trading / Investing

The concept of rotational trading has been around quite awhile. I first
became interested in this form of investing trading with the Fidelity
Select Funds. In fact I still track the rotational trading of the Fidelity Select
Funds for myself as well as members. If you go back to Exchange Traded
Funds then ETF Trading Systems and scroll down the page you will see:

At that link you will see graphs of the performance over some 25 years,
as well as detailed data of the rotation if you had continually held the top
2 or top 4 ranked funds. That is to say you hold these funds until such
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time as they are replaced in the rankings by other Fidelity Select funds.
While the performance has been absolutely stellar the drawdowns at
times have been severe, and that is a potential problem, a psychological
one. I prefer to have everyone aware of potential problems ahead of
time. Only then can you figure out how you will handle the negative
situations when they arrive and arrive they will.
I’ve attempted on many occasions to introduce a market-timing
component to Fidelity select rotational trading method. Figuring if I
could avoid the big declines the performance would be enhanced and
the drawdowns livable. Boy was I wrong, not only did the overall
performance suffer but the drawdowns increased; a double whammy
and the wrong way.
I wanted to take the concept forward and apply it to ETFs utilizing asset
class diversification. Two and a half years later and after some sub-par
performance I ended or I should say put that project on hiatus but did
not lose hope of coming up with a better way.
I eventually decided on and began testing a market-timing component
by the asset class itself. Unlike the Fidelity project where the market
timing was based on a major average, now the market timing was based
on an asset class index.
As of this writing (November 26, 2013) here are the results or market
timing by asset class:
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Since this project is currently intended for financial advisors and since,
despite the lip service, most investors will not sell short this is from the
long side only.
As this is being written seems like everyone is as bullish as can be
because the FED's QE, will never end. Notice that our timing method has
us long U.S. Equities since March 2012 and Non-U.S. equity markets
since May 2013. All other asset classes above have been exited although
that could change at any time.
While long, we trade the top (X) ETFs within that asset class based upon
relative strength ranking. The X is determined by your financial wellbeing and account size. This will eventually replace the rotational trading
spreadsheet I had although I will probably not keep a portfolio this time.
Just rank the ETFs within the asset classes and give the timing link.
To research the performance and methodology of the performance for
this new section visit the Trading Notes for November 2013. Trading
Notes!
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Using The ETF Reports To Find Great
Investments

Last of the ETF section bullet points:
If you click on the link circled above, that’s Exchange Traded Funds –
Detailed Exchange Traded Funds Analysis you will come here:
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This is where the links to the various reports are located. With any of the
java based reports (see picture below), merely clicking on a data
heading the entire report will resort basis the data in that field.
Descending and ascending order! In addition, you can also download
all the data to a .csv file, which can be opened in most spreadsheet
programs.
I do not remember exactly what study it was, nor where it was published,
but the gist of it was simply the fear of missing out was greater than the
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fear of loss. Judging from my own gut at times and from discussions with
friends and members I believe this to be true but the degrees of fear will
depend upon personal considerations. Therefore what I am attempting
to do here is to approach this subject (quick ETF search from a buy
standpoint.
Let’s say that you’ve cash that you have failed to invest and wish you had.

First things first, check your emotions at the door and let’s look at this
problem with an analytical mind. Let’s assume (yeah I know what that
means) that you’re looking for an ETF to fulfill you’re trading/investing
needs. Let’s go to the NEW – ETF CHANGES, TRENDS, MORNINGSTAR
CLASSIFICATIONS.

Sort the report as desired or download the report to .csv link is in the
upper left corner.

I then sorted the report by the RS column looking for overweight’s (OW),
I then copied the OW’s to another tab on Excel. Result 356, out of our
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database of approximately 1,050 are listed as overweight. Way too many
so let’s sort the 356 by Long Term Trend.
We only eliminate 3 because we’re in a runaway bull as this is being
written. So let’s sort further, this time we will sort by the DTI column
which is Victor Sperandeo’s Diversified Trends Indicator, then by
accumulation/distribution and then by category. We’re now down to 218
ETFs that fit our bullish criteria. Still a formidable amount but let’s go
further. We now have the spreadsheet organized by Morningstar
category as well.
You’re not the type to utilize the leveraged or trading ETF’s (or maybe
you are) and they constitute 35 ETF’s at this point in the sort. So you are
down to 35 or 184 depending upon your criteria.
When I did this exercise in the trading notes during May of 2013, I was
able, through sorting to whittle the potential ETFs down to 24. It was a
different time, as I write this we are in a runaway bull market that was not
the case in May. The rising tide lifts all boats. If at this point, and it will
depend upon market conditions, you still have too many that fit the
above criteria you could pull up the New Relative strength report and
compare relative strength rankings against what you have.

You could also look at the ETF Market Laboratory Report and note that in
this environment Commodities are in a bear market, so delete those
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from your list narrowing further as well. What is happening here is we are
narrowing large databases to a smaller one to help you make choices.
First, as mentioned before, I download the report ETF CHANGES,
TRENDS, MORNINGSTAR CLASSIFICATIONS then saved it as a .csv
which you can open in your Microsoft Excel or other spreadsheet
program.
Then sort the entire .csv sheet by column N (heading RS) looking for the
Overweight’s or OW in that column. Or after that initial sort, sort your
Excel as follows:

Of course you could do the above sorting with RS or Column N first.
The point here is simply with Excel or other spreadsheet program. You
can sort this data in any way or combination of ways you like. That’s the
point, what is important to you may not be important to me and vice
versa. One of my to do projects for next year, is to redo some of these
reports making them even more useful, even easier. If you have any
suggestions please put them forth.
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